Editorial:

An Imposition

We support Student Body President Richard Rossie in his opposition to the new Administration directives on demonstrations.

Fr. Riehle's directive stands in opposition to much of what has been expressed at Notre Dame this year. The regulations were set down under orders from Fr. Hesburgh without any consultation of student bodies. No student voice was heard on this matter of fact. This directive is a case of arbitrary limitation of student life by the University Administration.

The registration and time limit deserve nothing but criticism. If, as in the case of Martin Luther King, a civil rights leader is slain how can even a march of sympathy be organized where registration and 24-hour notice are required. As SSB Rossie has correctly pointed out, the King memorial demonstrations could not have been held had Fr. Riehle's directive been in force but two and one half weeks ago.

At many demonstrations, or for that matter at Friday's teach-in, outside speakers will be called on to deliver addresses. What if, say, Fr. Daniel Bergirian agreed to speak prior to the ROTC parade? Under the Riehle directive, the distinguished Jesus poet could not appear.

Thus we see that the directive was clearly issued in a questionable manner and contains provisions clearly objectionable. Fr. Riehle chose to quote an NSA statement as preamble, but ignored a paragraph but a few lines later which states explicitly that the student body must decide on such matters as demonstrations. The introduction is absurd in that it states the purposes of the regulations are to "make student demonstrations meaningful."

The Student Body President has acted swiftly and decisively in dealing with this incursion. It is our sincere hope that Fr. Riehle will revoke the directive.

---

By JOEL CONNELLY

Student Body President Richard Rossie last night asked Rev. Charles L. McCarraher, CSC, University Vice President for Student Affairs, to revoke a set of demonstration rules issued on Thursday by Notre Dame Dean of Students Rev. James L. Riehle.

Rossie also drafted an executive order which Riehle or Rossie do not revoke the directive. According to the Student Body President, the order "states the official policy of student government and revokes the directive." However, the order made it clear that no action is planned until he sees Rossie.

Yesterday, Action Student Party Chairman Jon Sherry stated that action is not taken immediately a test demonstration will be held.

Emerging from an hour-long meeting with McCarraher, Rossie stated "Rossie revised the Rossie directive."
The Student Body President also said "He asked that I talk to Fr. Riehle before I did anything else." As to the origin of the directive on demonstrations, Rossie remarked "I asked Fr. McCarraher what prompted the necessity for a policy on demonstrations. Now. He said there is the May 7 demonstration and Fr. Hesburgh's order that there be a policy on demonstrations."

Commenting specifically on the directive, Rossie contended: "If the Administration desires a student's rights, we would in turn have to observe the Administration's right to require us to register 24 hours in advance to protest their denial of the student of his rights."

Reflecting further on the 24-hour time limit, Rossie remarked that many McCarthy or Robert Kennedy were assassinated, we couldn't hold a demonstration of sympathy on a few hour's notice. We could not hold a demonstration of sympathy for Martin Luther King if this directive were in force.

Student activists were equally sharp in their reactions. Sherry, Senator from Lyons, introduced a Senate bill reaffirming the right of anyone to demonstrate at any time if the demonstration is orderly and peaceful. In addition, Sherry drafted a statement of principle "to protest the hypocrisy of the Administration." The statement, to be endorsed by the presidents of campus organizations, contends Fr. Riehle's directive is precisely restrictive and was drawn up without students being consulted. The Sherry motion will be considered at next week's Senate meeting.

Fr. Riehle's directive, published Mon., gives three regulations to be followed "in order to make student demonstrations meaningful and orderly." The first, besides that demonstrations be peaceful and not interfere with activities, classes, or traffic forbids demonstrations in University buildings or "specifically designated off-limits areas." The second regulation requires that demonstrations be registered with the Dean of Students 24 hours before they are held. The final rule is that only members of the University community may participate in demonstrations.

---

Legislation sponsored by Off-Campus Senator Paul Higgins, Student Body President Rossie, former Student Body Vice-President Tom McKenna, and Lyons Senator Jon Sherry calls for the disestablishment of ROTC programs from the University and the prohibition of any security contracts being undertaken by the University will be introduced at tonight's Student Senate meeting.

The anti-ROTC measure calls for the disestablishment of three ROTC branches from the University and asks the Faculty Senate and the University Academic Council to consider similar proposals. Bill co-author and Action Student Party chairman Sherry said yesterday that his bill does not call for the prohibition of ROTC on Notre Dame's campus itself but for "separate ROTC from the academic curriculum of this University."

Sherry said that the bill's four main points set forth details for a "more appropriate relationship between ROTC and Notre Dame." The first of the measure's provisions is that no academic credit be given for any ROTC course. This provision also states that grades received in ROTC shall not be figured in the University grade point average and provides that students shall be penalized by the University for overstepping any ROTC course.

The second of the bill's points is that "The University shall not punish any student for infractions of any rules in any ROTC program nor cause any punishments for such infractions to be listed on the student's disciplinary record."

The bill's third provision is that teachers of ROTC courses not be members of the University's staff or faculty and that they not receive recompense from the University for any ROTC duties.

The fourth point is that the University shall not encourage or discourage participation in any ROTC program.

The Sherry-McKenna-Higgins bill on Military research contacts gives three reasons why the University should not contract for military or secret government research. Sherry explained the bill's purpose as that of "making us decide whether we're a university or a military research and development agency."

The first of the three underlying principles included in the piece of Senate legislation is the contention that "the open nature of the university precludes specific research with classified results."

That "the academic nature of the university precludes the use of University facilities as a weapons factory," is the bill's second principle of rationale.

The third point made by the Sherry bill is that since Notre Dame has a particular "Catholic and Christian" dimension, questions of research on weapons of chemical or biological nature banned by international accord should be prohibited by the University.

---

ROSSIE: It's Your Student Center Now

Student Body President Rossie announced yesterday that the management of the LaFontaine Student Center would be returned, after several years absence, to a House Committee, which is comprised of students. Rossie obtained confirmation of the transferal of management from Vice President for Student Affairs Rev. Charles L. McCarraher, CSC, and will make the official announcement at tonight's Senate meeting.

The new policy is actually a reaction of one passed by the Student Senate and approved by the Student Senate several years ago. There will be several student managers of the center, Rossie said. When I came here three years ago, the center was run down. The Social Commission later took over the Center, which has missing money, I have students working for me, and every year we have money missing."

"All these students want is power," Rossie said. "Students give every thing to their buddies and if anything is left over for the clubs and other organizations, then they get it. Most students don't care about Rossie and the other students in power."
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Hunt Explains New Role Of Council

Hunt emphasized that the HPC would be "an integral part of student government, which would not have a definite function that would complement". He said that personally he is "sick of some Student Government politicking" and wants to "keep the HPC out of petty politics".

Hunt defined the Hall President's Council as a service organization. He pointed to the upturning of "An Tostal weekend", a three day Greek Week, as an example of this service orientation. Plans for coordinating the social life of the halls, particularly parties, are also underway.

As far as Off-Campus students are concerned, HPC Chairman Hunt sees no way at present to integrate them into the Council. "If there is a feasible way," he said, "we are open to it."

Class Election To Be Run

Hoffman To Open SMC Coffeehouse
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Women's Council Shuts Down McCarthy Campaign

Zolden Ferency, former Michigan Democratic Chairman and 1966 Gubernatorial nominee, conferred with leaders of Notre Dame Students for McCarthy in a brief visit to the campus Monday afternoon. Spokakang to a small group of organizers in the Library Lounge, Ferency discussed plans for a massive influx of Michigan college freshmen to work in the Indiana Primary.

Speaking on the McCarthy campaign, Ferency stated "I ran statewide against Governor Romney in 1966, covering every county in Michigan. I campaigned for more than three months. However, that was a complete picnic compared to the pace in this McCarthy campaign. I have seen many campaign efforts, but never one which has built up and which has matured as quickly as this one. There is an enormous amount of work to be done, but we have thus far risen to every task."

Turning to McCarthy's emphasis in the campaign, the former Michigan chairman remarked that there has been a "proliferation of issues" since Ferency commented "Our major emphasis was on the Vietnam War to begin with, but the issue of the cities plus the nation's police and intelligence machinery are focal points of consideration."

Ferency will speak at Notre Dame later this month.
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Winners of 5 Academy Awards Including Best Picture and Actor
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The Young Republicans of Notre Dame will send a contingent of ten to twelve members to the semiannual convention of the Midwest Federation of the Young Republicans at the Sherman House Hotel in Chicago April 30-May 1, according to Executive Secretary Mike Kelly.

The main purpose of the convention is to elect representa­ tives to the Executive Board which is comprised of 16 mem­ bers from 13 state organizations. The Board disseminates lec­ tures to the individual mem­ ber schools. It also coordinates and supports the efforts of the individual clubs. It has recently sponsored a speaking tour with Illinois Sen. Charles Percy, ac­ cording to Kelly.

The Board met in Feb. at the Continuing Education Center to decide procedure and plan this year’s convention. Kelly was the only member of the Board from Notre Dame this past year.

The cost of traveling expenses of the club on the present commit­ tee. In addition to electing the Executive Board, Millman said the convention will hear and vote on a platform presented by the resolutions committee on pertinent issues as Vietnam, the urban crisis, and civil rights. According to Millman there will be a party on the first night of the convention and a banquet to close it. There will also be leadership training among members, seminars on several speakers. Tentatively scheduled is a form­ er Presidential candidate Barry Goldwater. Also expected to lecture are Ohio congressman Buzz Lukins and Michigan representa­ tive John Dingell.

Some of the expected Notre Dame representatives to the con­ vention, according to Millman, include Walsh, Kelly, Millman, Co-chairman Ginny Schneider, Secretary Tom Frericks, Treas­ urer Mike Kuntzler, David Gra­ ham, Richard Hunter, Terry Fox, Tom Seymourowski, and Joe Fur­ janic.

Following the convention, the Notre Dame club will elect its own officers for this year. This year’s club recently spread liter­ ature calling for support for the Republican candidates in CHOICE ‘68. They are presently helping David Garrett, a Notre Dame graduate, in his campaign against Congressman John Bra­ demas, and they are also working to get Michigan Governor and potential can­ didate Edgar Whitcomb. 

ROSSIE TO ASK FOR FEE INCREASE

On Wed, May 1, a referendum will be held before the student body proposing to increase the student activities fee from $10.00 per year to $12.00 per year. Student Body President Richard Rossie said that the voting on the referendum will be held in con­ junction with the student wide elections for the National Student Association delegates.

Rossie said that the additional funds would provide Student Government with the opportu­ nity to implement several pro­ grams. He cited the student-teacher course evaluation book­ let as one instance in which the money would be used along with the Cultural Arts and Lit­ erary Fund, the National Student Union Academic Commission.

Rossie said that he was in the process of writing a letter to the entire student body explaining the rationale behind the proposed activities fee increase.

"I am extremely anxious," said Rossie, "to see this increase voted in by the students and I am fairly optimistic that it will be when they see the uses it will be put to." 

ROSSIE ALSO SAID THAT THE NSA DELEGATES MIGHT POSSIBLY BECHosen on five man slates which would be self-eliminating and would each run on its own platform.

"I am extremely anxious," said Rossie, "to see this increase voted in by the students and I am fairly optimistic that it will be when they see the uses it will be put to."
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of your dance, graduation, athletic team, school band, etc. Any size or size desired, Snapshot, Creations, etc., can be made into a large photographic postcard. Made by professionals with true photographic quality at a very reasonable charge. II. All snapshots returned with your order. Satisfaction guaran­ teed or your money back.
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Catching Up On ND Sports

BY TERRY O'NEIL

The baseball squad, 5-5, entertains Michigan today on Carrier Field. Coach Jake Kline's boys blanked Purdue 7-0 in the April 10 opener, took two days off and then began a six-game, six-day Easter road trip. The Irish won four of the away games, beating Cincinnati 7-1, Hillsdale 6-1, Wayne State 4-1 and Detroit 6-1. The records were 8-3 at Cincinnati and 3-2 at Michigan.

Returning to Carrier, the Irish bowed twice to Kent State—7-6 Friday and 16-8 Saturday. Yesterday, ND fell to Michigan State 1-5-2.

ND's pitching has two Bayonne, N.J., lads leading the Irish in pitching and hitting.

Junior center fielder Bob Kocmalski was leading Irish regulars with a .485 average through the first five games. In 32 times at bat, he has 16 hits, nine RBI, two doubles and two home runs.

Kocmalski, a Marist High product, lives on 22nd Street in Bayonne. Twelve streets away is the home of sophomore leftfielder Mike Karkut, a Bayonne High grad.

Karkut is showing the way with 2-0 hurling record. His first victory came against Cincinnati in the second game of an April 11 doubleheader. Karkut allowed only three hits, two of them infield safe­ties, in the 7-1 triumph. In his second out­ing, against Detroit Thursday, Karkut went 6 1/3 innings, then watched reliever Jim Phelps put away the last eight men in a row for a 4-1 victory. Mike's log shows 13 1/3 innings pitched, one earned run permitted, 17 strikeouts and a .68 ERA.

Kocmalski is receiving support in the hitting department from second baseman Nick Scarpelli (.347, one homer, one triple), left fielder Frank Orza (.333, one homer, 10 RBI) and right fielder Dick Lucke (.333, 9 RBI). Third baseman Bob Kuechenberg was a terror at Cincy with 5-for-5 in the first game and six hits straight including his first trip in the nightcap. First baseman Dick Licini smashed one of his two homers, a three-run job, in the opener against Purdue.

Mound mainstays Nick Furlong and captain Tom Cugino have found the going tough; both are 1-2. The other starter, Dave Celerine, is 1-1.

Furlong has pitched well (2.57 ERA) but poor defense has hurt him. Yesterday's game was typical. Michigan State took a 3-0 lead with a trio of unearned runs in the early innings. But Nick was knocked out by six Spartan runs in the fifth. Furlong finished up.

Rugby

At last report, the rugby team was 1-1 on its Ireland tour. The Irish blanked the Limerick Rovers 8-0 in the opener, but bowed to University of Cork 23-6 in their second encounter.

Tennis

The ND tennis team is 3-6. The season opened last month with the Cherry Blossom Classic in Washington D.C., the Irish won their opener, but dropped the next two. After a two week layoff, they topped Ohio State and Wisconsin State by identical 5-4 scores, April 13.

But a four-match losing streak began shortly after Easter. The nettles fell to Bradley 5-3, to Northwestern 7-2, to Northern Illinois 6-3 and to Indiana 6-1.

Ace Jasjit Singh missed the early matches with a back injury and has returned to the courts lately at less than 100%.

Football

Spring football practice took on a new look Monday after the coaching staff scrutinized films on pre-Easter prac­tice. Freshman Pat Mudron, 6-4, 240 pounds, displaced veteran Eric Norri at defensive tackle and reserve quarterback Coley O'Brien experimented in the de­fensive backfield.

The top defensive line now shows Mudron, Dave McCoy, Chick Lauck and Ed Vuillemin. The linebackers remained intact with Tony Capers, Bob Olson, John Lavin and Larry Schmecham. O'Brien's appearance in the secondary scrambled it beyond recognition.

The offensive line has Jim Seymour and Jim Winegardner at ends, George Kunz and Chuck Kennedy at tackle, Ed Tuck and Jim Kelly at guards and newcomer Chuck Holzapfel at center. Terry Harratty, Bob Gladieux and Jeff Zimmerman are established in the back­field. Ed Ziegler, Frank Crintiri, Jim Sheehan and Denny Allan are still batt­ling for the other halfback slot.

Track

The Irish track team made a sweep of Buckeye state meets. Previous to a strong performance at the Ohio State Relays Saturday, ND dominated the Ohio State Relays, April 13. Bill Hurd won the 100 and 220, Ed Broderick took the high jump and the mile and two-mile relay teams were victorious.

Hurd diet the 100 in 10.2 and the 220 in 20.6 before teaming with Ole Skarstein, Bob Timm and Bob McCann for a 3:24.0 mile relay. Broderick's winning leap was 6-7 3/4. The two-mile quartet of Mark Walsh, Kevin O'Brien, Chuck Vehorn and Pete Farrell returned a 7:36.8 clocking.

Hockey

Athletic director Edward (Moose; Krause named an assistant hockey coach last week for the sport's first varsity season, 1968-69. Tim McNeill will serve under head tutor Charles (Lefty) Smith. Both men are graduates of St. Thomas College (Minn.).

Netter Jasjit Singh is suffering from a back injury while the ND tennis team is suffering from a 3-6 record.

Center fielder Bob Kocmalski is leading Irish hitters with a .485 batting average.